
Event Manager (m/f/d)

Apply now

Founded in 2012, wikifolio.com is a dynamic and rapidly growing FinTech in Vienna and the best-known
company for B2C investments in German-speaking countries.

Marketing and events let your heart skip a beat? As part of a fun, friendly and competent team with 10 colleagues you will
be working at the intersection of marketing and sales. You want to shape the public appearance of Europe's leading social
trading plattform? You can arrange to work 20h per week? Then let's talk!

Responsibilities

making it possible to experience wikifolio.com at B2C und B2B Events and actively strengthening the brand
Organisation: independent preparation, imlpementation and postprocessing of wikifolio events as well as continuous
exchange with other organizers regarding cooperations
management of fair budgets, negotiation with external event organizers, quality control and evaluation of all events
contact person for placement of speakers (wikifolio traders or wikifolio team members) and acquisition of event
sponsors,partners and media partnerships for own events 

Requirements

strong organizational talent, independent working style, forward-looking thinking and action as well as strong service
and customer orientation
excellent commmunication skills and authentic appearance as well as friendly and enthusiastic charisma
at least first experience in event planning and organisation of B2C and B2B events, ideally in the finance branche as
well as in an international environment
high willingness to travel
fluent in German and English (spoken and written)

What you can expect

https://wikifolio.onlyfy.jobs/apply/ls848y4lx0pi64ev9jcztnwbfld2q4y


At wikifolio.com an exciting job environment awaits you in a dynamic, constantly growing and multiple award-winning
fintech. Experimenting, failing early, learning and continuing is our motto. An innovative working world with opportunities
for professional development is our goal. Expect real work-life balance as well. Become part of our team – we live by our
values transparency, fairness, ambition, sustainability and joy and make investing available for everyone.

Transparency is key: The minimum salary for this position is EUR 34.454 gross per year for 38.5h and will be
adjusted according to your working hours.

Apply now

https://wikifolio.onlyfy.jobs/apply/ls848y4lx0pi64ev9jcztnwbfld2q4y

